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A: This works... Incorrect comments are normally to Down vote Flame war Off topic But is being, in general, very valid
as someone that cares about the site can access the site to see what is being said. If you are not part of a discussion, then
all you can do is complain. Two weeks after posting on the CWPA forum that the documents regarding the recording of
Junior's ride had been mislaid, I was informed that for the first time the Documents section of this page is now complete.
As posted previously, it seems CWPA HQ have lost track of the M800 recording and can only give out copies of the
accompanying film from the weekend, which fortunately includes a good chunk of Junior's ride. Here's hoping someone
finds a recording of Junior's ride soon. I was really looking forward to seeing how much he'd managed to improve his
riding by then, but for now, I'll have to content myself with the film of the Saturday ride and the accompanying report.
Furthermore, thanks to many who posted there and here on the forum, the documents section is now up to date! As
promised, here's a time-lapse video of Junior's bike ride from the CWPA forum. ...and here is a report of the same,
posted on the forum after the ride: (Note, this report was written by Junior and includes some hand-written corrections in
blue - a nice touch!) In addition, here's a clip of the Saturday ride to give you an idea of how events unfolded...Q: how to
filter out values in listview and pass them to another listview I have a listview with items like Any Idea how to filter out
values and pass them to another listview?? this is the code if (spinner.getSelectedItem().toString().equals("1")) {
ArrayAdapter adapter = new ArrayAdapter(getApplicationContext(), R.layout.txt_sms, smsList);
adapter.setDropDownViewResource(R.layout.txt_sms); listview_sms.setAdapter(adapter); 1cb139a0ed
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